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Abstract
We discuss a Brane World scenario where we live on a 3-brane with massive
gravity in infinite-volume bulk. The bulk graviton can be much heavier than
the inverse Hubble size, as heavy as the bulk Planck scale, whose lower bound
is roughly the inverse of 0.1 mm. The 4D Einstein-Hilbert term on the brane
shields the brane matter from both strong bulk gravity and large bulk gravi-
ton mass. Gravity on the brane does not become higher-dimensional at large
distances. Instead, at distance scales above the bulk Planck length, gravity on
the brane behaves as 4D gravity with small graviton mass roughly of order or
below the inverse Hubble size. Unlike the massless case, with massive gravity
in the bulk one can have: i) 4D tensor structure on a codimension-1 brane;
and ii) no infrared tachyon for smoothed-out higher codimension branes. The
effects of the brane dynamics on the bulk are exponentially suppressed away
from the brane. One consequence is that there are no “self-accelerated” so-
lutions. In codimension-2 cases there exist nonsingular solutions with a flat
3-brane for a continuous positive range of the brane tension. In higher codi-
mension cases, as in the massless case, higher curvature terms are required to
obtain such solutions.
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1 Introduction and Summary
One motivation for massive gravity is the currently observed accelerated expansion
of the Universe [1, 2]. Small graviton mass might lead to a large-scale modification
of gravity at Hubble distance scales with an accelerated expansion sans a tiny cos-
mological constant. Another motivation is string theory description of QCD, where
massless spin-2 modes present in all known consistent string theories would somehow
have to acquire mass [3].
In this note we propose another application of massive gravity. In the Brane
World scenario we live on a 3-brane embedded in a higher-dimensional bulk. Infinite-
volume bulk is particularly interesting for a multitude of reasons, including the cos-
mological constant problem [4, 5, 6]. One aims at infinite-volume solutions with
a non-inflating (or very slowly inflating) brane and the property that such solu-
tions exist for a continuous range of positive 3-brane tension.3 One difficulty is
that, when bulk gravity is massless, the tensor structure of the graviton propagator
on a codimension-1 brane is 5-dimensional [4]. The correct 4-dimensional tensor
structure can be obtained on codimension-2 and higher branes [6]. In these cases
singularities in the graviton propagator, even if the brane tension vanishes so the
background is nonsingular, must be smoothed out [7, 8], which introduces “uncon-
ventional” states, e.g., a tachyon, albeit with small negative mass-squared or order
(sub-)inverse-Hubble-size-squared [7].4 Solutions with flat brane exist for a continu-
ous range of positive brane tension in the codimension-2 case; however, precisely in
the codimension-2 case there is an upper limit on the brane tension such that it does
not improve the experimental bound on the 4-dimensional cosmological constant [9].
This is circumvented in higher-codimension cases, which, however, require inclusion
of higher-curvature terms in the bulk to avoid naked singularities [10].
Our proposal is to have massive gravity in the bulk. The bulk graviton can be
much heavier than the inverse Hubble size, as heavy as the bulk Planck scale, whose
lower bound is roughly the inverse of 0.1 mm. The 4D Einstein-Hilbert term on
the brane shields the brane matter from both strong bulk gravity and large bulk
graviton mass. Gravity on the brane does not become higher-dimensional at large
distances. Instead, at distance scales above the bulk Planck length, gravity on the
brane behaves as 4D gravity with small graviton mass roughly of order or below
the inverse Hubble size. Unlike the massless case, with massive gravity in the bulk
one can have: i) 4D tensor structure on a codimension-1 brane; and ii) no infrared
tachyon for smoothed-out higher codimension branes.
Our basic proposal can be summarized by the following action:
S = M̂2P
∫
Σ
d4x
√
−Ĝ
[
R̂− f̂ + . . .
]
+MD−2P
∫
dDx
√−G [R − µ2V ] , (1)
3 Such solutions do not exist for codimension-1 branes [4].
4 Such a tachyonmay not necessarily be problematic, and may further be an artifact of neglecting
an infinite series of non-local terms on the brane, which are expected to arise once we smooth out
the brane and be suppressed by powers of the brane “thickness” [7].
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where M̂P is the 4-dimensional Planck scale, f ≡ M̂2P f̂ is the 3-brane tension, Ĝµν ≡
δµ
Mδν
NGMN |Σ (xµ, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 are the coordinates in the brane worldvolume Σ),
the brane scalar curvature R̂ is constructed from Ĝµν , the ellipses stand for brane
matter terms, MP is the bulk Planck scale, µ is a mass parameter,
5 and V is a
dimensionless “potential” for the metric GMN that makes bulk gravity massive (x
M ,
M = 0, 1, . . . , (D−1) are the coordinates in the bulk, and the bulk scalar curvature
R is constructed from GMN ; M not to be confused with the bulk graviton mass).
A priori D is arbitrary, albeit in this paper we will mostly discuss codimension-2
solutions (both point- and string-like 3-branes in 6D bulk), and also other cases.
Conceptually, for our proposal here it is not critical what the “potential” V is or
how it arises. For the sake of concreteness, however, here we assume that V arises via
the gravitational Higgs mechanism, where graviton acquires mass via spontaneous
breaking of diffeomorphisms by scalar vacuum expectation values.6
The simplest model of the gravitational Higgs mechanism is that of [3]. In this
model, upon gauging away the scalars, the “potential” V is given by [14, 11]:7
V = GMNηMN − (D − 2) , (2)
where ηMN is the Minkowski metric. We use this model to construct explicit
codimension-2 Brane World solutions of (1), where a flat (Minkowski) 3-brane exist
for a continuous range of the brane tension 0 ≤ f < fc, where fc ≡ 4πM4P . The bulk
graviton mass can be as large asMP . We also discuss the graviton propagator on the
brane in various codimensions for other potentials V , including with the Fierz-Pauli
perturbative mass term, in which case perturbative expansion actually breaks down.
2 Non-perturbative Static Solutions
In the next three sections we focus on the model (2):
SMG = M
D−2
P
∫
dDx
√−G
[
R + µ2
(
D − 2−GMNG˜MN
)]
, (3)
where G˜MN is the background metric. The equations of motion read
RMN = µ
2
[
G˜MN −GMN
]
(4)
with the Bianchi identity
∂M
[√−GGMNG˜NS]− 1
2
√−GGMN∂SG˜MN = 0 , (5)
5 Not to be confused with a worldvolume index. Typically, the bulk graviton mass M ∼ µ.
6 Here we deliberately will not delve into the ongoing debate in the literature on consistency
of massive gravity for this is outside of the scope of this note. The author’s current view on this
subject is summarized in [11], which also contains many relevant references. For a general review
of the Brane World scenario in the string theory context, see, e.g., [12] and references therein.
7 In this model the naive perturbative mass term is not of the Fierz-Pauli form. Nonetheless,
non-perturbatively the theory “resums” and the Hamiltonian is positive-definite [13, 14].
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which is equivalent to the gauge-fixed equations of motion for the scalars. In (3)
we have deliberately omitted any source terms. The background metric G˜MN is
assumed to be Ricci-flat (so GMN ≡ G˜MN solves (4)) away from the sources.
Despite its apparent simplicity, the “mass term” (i.e., the r.h.s.) in (4) makes
it even more nontrivial to solve exactly. Exact massive time-dependent vacuum
solutions (mostly in D = 3 and some for all D) were recently constructed in [11]. In
this note we discuss non-perturbative static solutions, first in D = 3 for point-like
sources, and then codimension-2 Brane World solutions for 3-branes in D = 6.
2.1 Massless Case
Let us set up our framework by considering the massless case in D = 3. The
equations of motion
RMN = 0 (6)
admit the following solution:
ds2 = −dt2 + exp(2ω) δijdxidxj , (7)
where xi, i = 1, 2 are the spatial coordinates, ω is independent of t and away from
the origin (see below) satisfies the following equation:
∂i∂iω = 0 . (8)
A non-trivial solution is given by:
ω = − 1
8π
f˜ ln
(
x2
a2
)
. (9)
Here x2 ≡ xixi (the spatial indices are raised and lowered with δij and δij, respec-
tively) and a is an integration constant. The meaning of f˜ becomes evident from
the observation that ω satisfies the following equation, including at the origin:
∂i∂iω = −1
2
f˜ δ(2)(xi) . (10)
This implies that there is a point-like source at the origin. The corresponding source
term in the action reads
Ssource = −f
∫
Σ
dτ , (11)
where the integral over the proper time dτ ≡ dt
√
−Ĝ00 is over the worldline Σ,
Ĝ00 ≡ G00|Σ, and f ≡MP f˜ is the mass of the point-like source.8
8We use f instead of m to avoid confusion with the graviton mass.
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The metric (7) is actually flat except at the origin. Let x1 ≡ ρ cos(φ), x2 ≡
ρ sin(φ) and
r ≡ 1
1− ν a
νρ1−ν , (12)
where ν ≡ f˜ /4π and we are assuming ν < 1. In the (r, φ) coordinates the metric
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + (1− ν)2r2dφ2 . (13)
In the spatial directions we have a 2-dimensional “wedge”, which is flat away from
the origin (and all the curvature is localized at the source),9 with the deficit angle
θ = 2πν = f˜ /2. This implies that 0 ≤ f < fc, and the deficit angle θ = 2π for the
critical mass fc ≡ 4πMP .
2.2 Massive Case
Let us now turn to the equations of motion for the massive case (4). They still
admit a solution of the form (7). Away from the origin the equation for ω reads:
∂i∂iω = µ
2 [exp(2ω)− 1] . (14)
Here we are interested in φ-independent solutions, which satisfy
∂2σy +
1
σ
∂σy = exp(y)− 1 , (15)
where y ≡ 2ω, and σ ≡ √2µρ = Mρ is a dimensionless variable (M is the pertur-
bative graviton mass). We will analyze this equation in two steps.
2.3 Naive Linearized Approximation
First, let us consider a naive linearized approximation where one assumes that y is
small and keeps only linear terms in y:
∂2σz +
1
σ
∂σz = z , (16)
where we use z instead of y for a solution to the linearized equation. Two indepen-
dent solutions to (16) are given by the modified Bessel functions I0(σ) and K0(σ),
where the former grows exponentially at large σ (and consequently must be dis-
carded), and the latter decays exponentially at large σ (and therefore is physically
relevant). The physical solution is given by
z =
1
2π
f˜ K0(σ) . (17)
9 For 1− ν = 1/N , where N is an integer, the “wedge” is nothing but the R2/ZN orbifold with
the origin identified with the orbifold fixed point.
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Noting the small σ behavior K0(σ) ∼ − ln(σ/2) − γ (γ is the Euler constant),
ω ≡ z/2 satisfies the following equation including at the origin:
∂i∂iω − 2µ2ω = −1
2
f˜ δ(2)(xi) . (18)
As in Subsection 2.1, this implies that there is a point-like source at the origin with
the source term in the action given by (11), where again f =MP f˜ .
Near the origin (σ ≪ 1) the space is a 2-dimensional “wedge” with the deficit
angle θ = f˜ /2 (so we have the critical mass fc = 4πMP , same as in Subsection 2.1).
At σ ≫ 1, we have the following leading asymptotic behavior:
ω ∼ f˜
4
√
2πσ
exp(−σ) , (19)
so the space is asymptotically flat with no deficit angle.
2.4 Non-perturbative Analysis
We now turn to the full non-perturbative equation (15). We are interested in solu-
tions where y → 0+ at large σ. It then follows that y is positive for all σ. Indeed, if
y flips sign at some finite σ1, then at some σ2 > σ1 we must have ∂σy(σ2) = 0 and
y(σ2) > 0, which according to (15) would imply ∂
2
σy(σ2) > 0, which in turn is incom-
patible with y < 0 at σ < σ1 and y > 0 at σ > σ2. So, the solutions we are looking
for are positive at all σ and decay to zero at large σ. Such solutions indeed exist and
can be constructed numerically by noting that at large σ (15) is well-approximated
by the linearized equation (16), so the values of y and ∂σy at some σ = σ∗ ≫ 1
can be taken to be y(σ∗) = (f˜1/2π)K0(σ∗) and ∂σy(σ∗) = (f˜1/2π)K
′
0(σ∗), and the
second-order ordinary differential equation (15) can be solved using the standard
numeric methods (Euler, Runge-Kutta, etc.). Here, however, the relation of f˜1 to
the mass at the origin is not as simple as in the linearized case (see below).
While the behavior at large σ is well-approximated by the solution to the lin-
earized equation, the near-origin behavior is affected by the exponent on the r.h.s. of
(15), which grows more rapidly than the naive linearized mass term in (16) near the
origin, where y goes to infinity. However, precisely because the exponent dominates
in the near-origin regime, we can analyze it analytically. Near the origin the relevant
solution to (15) is well-approximated by a solution to the following equation
∂2σu+
1
σ
∂σu = exp(u) (20)
Let σ ≡ exp(−ζ) and u ≡ 2(v + ζ). We have:
2∂2ζv = exp(2v) . (21)
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The relevant solution is given by
v = ln
[ √
2b
sinh(b(ζ − ζ∗))
]
, (22)
where b > 0 and ζ∗ are integration constants. (For b = 0, v = − ln[(ζ − ζ∗)/
√
2].)
For the b > 0 solution the near-origin behavior is as follows:
u ∼ −2(1− b) ln(σ) . (23)
This implies that at the origin we have a point-like source with the mass f =MP f˜ ,
with f˜ ≡ 4π(1 − b). Therefore, the b → 0 limit corresponds to the source with
the critical mass fc = 4πMP (for which the deficit angle near the origin, as in the
massless and linearized massive cases, is θ = 2π).
Recall that at large σ we have y ∼ (f˜1/2π)K0(σ). In the linearized case f˜1 and
f˜ are the same. However, in the nonlinear case f˜1 is nontrivially related to both f˜
(which is fixed by b) and ζ∗.
3 Codimension-2 Brane World
In the previous section we discussed non-perturbative static solutions in D = 3,
where we have a point-like source at the origin, the space near the origin is a 2-
dimensional “wedge” with a deficit angle, and at distances much larger than the
inverse perturbative graviton mass the space is flat with no deficit angle. Such
solutions actually exist for all D.
Thus, consider a delta-function-like p-brane with p = (D − 3) and the brane
tension f ≥ 0 in D-dimensional bulk. The source term reads
Ssource = −f
∫
Σ
dD−2x
√
−Ĝ , (24)
where the integral is over the worldvolume Σ, and Ĝµν ≡ δµMδνNGMN |Σ, where xµ,
µ = 0, 1, . . . , (D−3) are the coordinates on the brane, and the transverse coordinates
are xi, i = 1, 2: xM = (xµ, xi). The bulk action is the same as (3). Then we have a
static solution with the metric
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν + exp(2ω)δijdx
idxj , (25)
where ω is given by exactly the same non-perturbative solution to (14) we discussed
in Section 2 with the only difference that we now have
f˜ = f/MD−2P . (26)
So, we have a flat brane (with the Minkowski metric ηµν on the brane) for a contin-
uous range of the brane tension 0 ≤ f < fc ≡ 4πMD−2P . Gravity on the brane is not
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D-dimensional but (D−2)-dimensional – once we add the Einstein-Hilbert term on
the brane, that is (see Section 5 for details):
Sbrane = M̂
D−4
P
∫
Σ
dD−2x
√
−ĜR̂ , (27)
where M̂P is the (D − 2)-dimensional Planck scale and R̂ is the scalar curvature
on the brane constructed from the metric Ĝµν . The (D − 2)-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert term can be induced on the brane via loop corrections so long as the matter
on the brane is not conformal [4, 6]. Alternatively, the Einstein-Hilbert term on
a positive-tension brane can effectively be present classically if we include higher
curvature (e.g., Gauss-Bonnet) terms in the bulk [9].
Finally, let us comment on higher-codimension d ≥ 3 cases. From (4) we have
the scalar curvature R = µ2
[
GMNηMN −D
]
. One can show (as in [15]) that, with
massive gravity in the bulk, d ≥ 3 solutions with positive brane tension are always
singular – unless one includes higher curvature terms as in [10]. Then one expects
to have flat brane solutions for a continuous range of the brane tension as in [10].
4 String Solutions
In Section 2 we discussed static solutions for point-like sources in D = 3, which in
higher dimensions generalize to codimension-2 branes. In this section we will first
discuss string solutions inD = 3 and then their generalizations to higher dimensions.
4.1 Massless Case
As in Section 2, let us start with the massless case, which we discussed in Subsection
2.1. There we found a solution with a point-like source term at the origin. There
also exist solutions with sting-like sources. Thus, consider the following solution:
ω = − 1
4π
f˜ ln
(
ρ
ρ0
)
, ρ > ρ0 , (28)
ω = 0 , ρ ≤ ρ0 , (29)
where ρ0 is a parameter. This solution satisfies the following equation (the (ρ, φ)
coordinates are defined in Subsection 2.1):
∂i∂iω = − 1
4πρ0
f˜ δ(ρ− ρ0) . (30)
This implies that we have a closed circular string of radius ρ0 with its center at the
origin. The corresponding source term in the action reads:
Ssource = −f
∫
Σ
d2x
√
−Ĝ , (31)
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where the worldvolume Σ = R1×S1 (R1 corresponds to time t, and S1 has radius ρ0),
and Ĝab ≡ δaMδbNGMN |Σ, where xa ≡ (t, ρ0φ). The string tension f ≡ MP f˜ /2πρ0.
For ρ > ρ0 the space is flat but has a deficit angle, and we have 0 ≤ f < fc, where
fc ≡ 2MP/ρ0. For ρ ≤ ρ0 the space is flat with no deficit angle.
4.2 Massive Case
In the massive case, in the presence of the string source term (31), the full non-
perturbative equation of motion for ω reads:
∂i∂iω + µ
2 [1− exp(2ω)] = − 1
4πρ0
f˜ δ(ρ− ρ0) , (32)
where, as in the massless case, f˜ ≡ 2πρ0f/MP . As in the case of a point-like source,
we will analyze this equation in two steps.
4.3 Linearized Approximation
As we will see below, for small brane tension the linearized approximation is actually
valid everywhere. The linearized equation reads:
∂2σz +
1
σ
∂σz − z = − 1
2πσ0
f˜ δ(σ − σ0) , (33)
where z ≡ 2ω, σ ≡Mρ, σ0 ≡Mρ0 and M ≡
√
2µ. The solution is given by
z =
f˜
2π
I0(σ0)
Q
K0(σ) , σ > σ0 , (34)
z =
f˜
2π
K0(σ0)
Q
I0(σ) , σ ≤ σ0 , (35)
where Q ≡ σ0 [I ′0(σ0)K0(σ0)−K ′0(σ0)I0(σ0)]. Note that I0(0) = 1 and for small σ
we have I ′0(σ) ∼ σ/2, K0(σ) ∼ − ln(σ), and K ′0(σ) ∼ −1/σ, so Q → 1 for σ0 → 0.
If f˜ ≪ 1, then the linearized approximation is valid as z is finite and small for all
σ. This is to be contrasted with the point-like source case, where the linearized
approximation breaks down near the origin, where the solution blows up.
4.4 Non-perturbative Solutions
Solutions to the full non-perturbative equation (32) have a structure similar to the
linearized case. There are two independent solutions to equation (15) without the
source term. One, call it K˜(σ), blows up at the origin and decays to zero at infinity.
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Another, call it I˜(σ), blows up at infinity and is finite at the origin. The solution
to the full non-perturbative equation (32) then reads:
y =
f˜
2π
I˜(σ0)
Q˜
K˜(σ) , σ > σ0 , (36)
y =
f˜
2π
K˜(σ0)
Q˜
I˜(σ) , σ ≤ σ0 , (37)
where Q˜ ≡ σ0
[
I˜ ′(σ0)K˜(σ0)− K˜ ′(σ0)I˜(σ0)
]
, and y ≡ 2ω.
We discussed how to construct K˜(σ) numerically in Subsection 2.4. Similarly,
we can also construct I˜(σ) numerically by setting I˜(0) = f˜2/2π and I˜
′(0) = 0, where
f˜2 is a parameter. The second-order ordinary differential equation (15) can then be
solved for I˜(σ) using the standard numeric methods (Euler, Runge-Kutta, etc.).
4.5 Codimension-2 Brane on a String
Earlier in this section we discussed string solutions in D = 3. Such solutions actually
exist for all D. We have a brane with a worldvolume Σ = R1,D−3× S1 embedded in
D dimensions. The source term reads
Ssource = −f
∫
Σ
dD−1x
√
−Ĝ , (38)
where Ĝab ≡ δaMδbNGMN |Σ, xa ≡ (xµ, ρ0φ), and the xµ, µ = 0, 1, . . . , (D − 3),
correspond to R1,D−3. The metric is given by
ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν + exp(2ω)δijdx
idxj , (39)
where ω is given by exactly the same non-perturbative solution to (32) we discussed
earlier in this section in the D = 3 case with the only difference that we now have
f˜ = 2πρ0f/M
D−2
P . As in Section 3, we can include the Einstein-Hilbert term on the
brane and obtain (D − 2)-dimensional gravity in the noncompact part of the brane
worldvolume (see Section 5 for details).10
Finally, let us comment on higher-codimension d ≥ 3 cases. As in [10], the brane
worldvolume can be taken to be R1,D−d−1 × Sd−1. Once higher curvature terms in
the bulk are included, we expect to have nonsingular solutions as in [10].
5 Brane Gravity
In this section we discuss gravity in the Brane World (1) in the presence of matter
fields on the brane. To do this, let us first discuss coupling of massive bulk gravity
10 Depending on a detailed structure of the gravitational part of the action on the brane, gravity
can be (D − 1)-dimensional at distance scales below ρ0, which is assumed to be suitably small.
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to a general matter configuration:
S =MD−2P
∫
dDx
√−G [R− µ2V ]+ Smatter . (40)
We will assume that the energy-momentum tensor defined as
TMN ≡ 2 δSmatter
δGMN
(41)
is conserved:
∇MTMN = 0. (42)
This is because in the gravitational Higgs mechanism (which we are assuming here
as the origin of the “mass” term µ2V in (40)) diffeomorphisms are broken sponta-
neously, and the D scalar fields that give rise to V are all set to their background
values, so they do not contribute to TMN . The matter can (but does not have to
be) localized on a brane. In this case, for the sake of notational convenience we will
include the contributions from the Einstein-Hilbert term on the brane (as in (1))
into the definition of Smatter (see below).
For our purposes here it will suffice to consider the cases where V is a function
of X ≡ GMNG˜MN , where G˜MN is a solution to the equations of motion without the
matter fields. Because of (42), even in the presence of the matter fields, we have the
Bianchi identity:
∂M
[√−GV ′(X)GMNG˜NS]− 1
2
√−GV ′(X)GMN∂SG˜MN = 0 . (43)
In the following we will focus on the cases with the flat Minkowski background
metric G˜MN = ηMN . This requires that
V (D) = 2V ′(D) . (44)
We then have
∂M
[√
−GV ′(X)GMN
]
= 0 , (45)
which follows from (43).
5.1 Linearized Analysis
Let GMN ≡ ηMN + hMN and h ≡ ηMNhMN . Then, in the linearized approximation,
we have the following perturbative graviton mass term in the action
− M
2
4
[
hMNh
MN − β h2] , (46)
where
M2 ≡ 2µ2V ′(D) , (47)
β ≡ 1
2
− V
′′(D)
V ′(D)
. (48)
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When V ′(D) = −2V ′′(D), we have β = 1 and the Fierz-Pauli mass term. However,
we will keep β arbitrary for now. The linearized Bianchi identity (45) reads:
∂MhMN = β∂Nh , (49)
and the linearized equations of motion are given by:
−∂L∂LhMN + (2β − 1)∂M∂Nh+ (1− β)ηMN∂L∂Lh +
+M2 [hMN − βηMNh] = M2−DP TMN . (50)
The energy-momentum tensor conservation condition reads ∂MTMN = 0. The trace
equation of motion reads:
− (D − 2)(1− β)∂L∂Lh + (Dβ − 1)M2h = −M2−DP T , (51)
where T ≡ ηMNTMN . The perturbative mass squared for the traceless part of hMN
is M2, while for the trace h it is given by M2h ≡ (Dβ − 1)M2/(D − 2)(1 − β).
When β → 1−, we have M2h → ∞, so naively the trace h decouples. However, at
β = 1 we have nonzero h so long as T is nonzero, and if T is singular (see below),
so is h, which means that the perturbative approximation breaks down altogether.
Another “special” point is β = 1/2, where the ∂M∂Nh term in (50) vanishes. This
term becomes important when we consider singular matter sources, that is, lower-
dimensional sources of nonzero codimension d.
Thus, consider matter localized on a hypersurface Σ of codimension d ≥ 1, i.e.,
Σ is a p-brane with p = D− d− 1. Let the coordinates transverse to Σ be xi, while
the coordinates along Σ be xµ. Then we have Tµi = 0, Tii = 0, T = η
µνTµν , and
−∂i∂ihµν − ∂λ∂λhµν +M2hµν + (2β − 1)
[
∂µ∂νh+ ηµνM
2h
]
=
M2−DP
[
Tµν − 1
D − 2ηµνT
]
. (52)
Let us Fourier transform the coordinates xµ on the brane and rotate to the Euclidean
space. We have
(D − 2)(1− β) [−∂i∂ih + p2h]+ (Dβ − 1)M2h =
−M2−DP T̂ δ(d)(xi − xi∗) , (53)
−∂i∂ihµν +
(
p2 +M2
)
hµν + (2β − 1)
[
ηµνM
2 − pµpν
]
h =
M2−DP
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
]
δ(d)(xi − xi∗) , (54)
where xi∗ are the coordinates of the location of the brane Σ in the transverse space,
T̂µν is independent of x
i (i.e., it is the energy-momentum tensor on the brane),
T̂ ≡ ηµνT̂µν , pµT̂µν = 0, and T̂µν includes the contribution from the Einstein-Hilbert
term on the brane:
Smatter ≡ Smatter + M̂D−d−2P
∫
Σ
dxD−d
√
−ĜR̂ , (55)
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where Smatter is the pure brane matter contribution. We therefore have
T̂µν = Tµν + M̂D−d−2P
√
−Ĝ
[
ĜµνR̂− 2R̂µν
]
, (56)
where Tµν ≡ 2δSmatter/δĜµν , Ĝµν ≡ δµMδνNGMN |Σ, and the (D − d)-dimensional
scalar curvature R̂ and the Ricci tensor R̂µν on the brane are constructed from Ĝµν .
In the linearized approximation, after the Fourier transformation, we have
T̂µν = Tµν−M̂D−d−2P
[
p2Hµν − 2pλp(µHν)λ + pµpνH − ηµν
(
p2H − pλpσHλσ
)]
. (57)
The d = 1 and d > 1 cases require separate treatment as in d > 1 we must smooth
out the singularity at the origin.
5.1.1 d = 1
Let the transverse coordinate be y. Then we have
h = − M
2−D
P T̂
(D − 2)(1− β)
exp
(
−√p2 +M2h |y|)
2
√
p2 +M2h
, (58)
and
hµν = M
2−D
P
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
] exp (−√p2 +M2|y|)
2
√
p2 +M2
− M
2−D
P T̂
(D − 1)M2 ×
× (ηµνM2 − pµpν)
exp
(
−√p2 +M2h |y|)
2
√
p2 +M2h
−
exp
(
−
√
p2 +M2|y|
)
2
√
p2 +M2
 , (59)
where we have used M2h −M2 = (D − 1)(2β − 1)M2/(D − 2)(1 − β). Let Hµν ≡
hµν(y = 0), and H ≡ ηµνHµν . On the brane we have:
Hµν = M
2−D
P
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµνT̂
]
1
2
√
p2 +M2
− M
2−D
P T̂
(D − 1)M2 ×
× (ηµνM2 − pµpν)
[
1
2
√
p2 +M2h
− 1
2
√
p2 +M2
]
, (60)
and
H = − M
2−D
P T̂
2
√
p2 +M2
(
1
D − 2 +
(D − 1)M2 − p2
(D − 1)M2
[√
p2 +M2
p2 +M2h
− 1
])
. (61)
Recall that T̂µν itself depends on Hµν via (56). Our goal is to solve for Hµν via Tµν ,
which is the energy-momentum tensor of the pure brane matter. To do this, let us
note that
T̂ = T − M̂D−3P (D − 3)
[
pµpνHµν − p2H
]
, (62)
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where T ≡ ηµνTµν , and
pµHµν − pνH = pν M
2−D
P T̂
2
√
p2 +M2
D − 2
D − 1
[√
p2 +M2
p2 +M2h
− 1
]
. (63)
The β = 1/2 and β 6= 1/2 cases require separate treatment.
• The β = 1/2 Case
In this case we have Mh = M , p
µHµν = pνH , T̂ = T , and
Hµν =
M̂3−DP
p2 +m∗
√
p2 +M2
[
Tµν − T
D − 2
(
ηµν +
pµpν
m∗
√
p2 +M2
)]
, (64)
H = − M
2−D
P T
2
√
p2 +M2(D − 2) , (65)
where m∗ ≡ 2MD−2P /M̂D−3P . Note that in the massless case r∗ ≡ 1/m∗ plays the
role of the cross-over scale below which gravity on the brane is (D−1)-dimensional,
while above this scale it becomes D-dimensional. However, in the massive case the
situation is different. Assuming the graviton mass M ≫ m∗, at momenta p2 ≪M2
the graviton propagator on the brane behaves as 1/(p2 +m2c), where m
2
c ≡ m∗M .
The actual “cross-over” scale, therefore, is:
rc ≡ 1/mc =
√
M̂D−3P
2MD−2P M
. (66)
InD = 5 (i.e., in the case of a 3-brane in 5 dimensions) we can have the bulk graviton
mass as high as the bulk Planck scale, M ∼MP , in which case the “cross-over” scale
rc ∼ M̂P
2M2P
, (67)
which is of order of the current Hubble size when MP ∼ (0.1 mm)−1. Note, however,
that just as in the massless case [4], here too the tensor structure of the graviton
propagator is D-dimensional and not (D − 1)-dimensional in that it couples to
Tµν − ηµνT /(D − 2) and not to Tµν − ηµνT /(D − 3). As we will see in a moment,
this is not the case for other values of β. We also note that the term proportional
to pµpν in the graviton propagator does not affect the gravitational coupling on the
brane as is does not couple to the conserved energy-momentum tensor on the brane,
albeit a priori it does couple to the bulk matter. It is this term that causes H
in (65) to be purely D-dimensional, which is suppressed exponentially at distances
r ≫ 1/M because bulk gravity is massive. Finally, we have been using quotation
marks when referring to the “cross-over” scale rc because, unlike in the massless
case, at distances r ∼> rc gravity actually does not become D-dimensional. Instead,
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the momentum structure of the graviton propagator on the brane has the form of a
massive propagator with mass squared m2c .
• The β 6= 1/2 Case
In this case, we can solve for the graviton propagator on the brane as follows.
We have the following general tensor structure:
Hµν = aTµν + bηµνT + cpµpνT . (68)
The value of a is evident from (60) and (56):
a =
M̂3−DP
p2 +m∗
√
p2 +M2
. (69)
It is independent of β. The value of b can be deduced by noting that
pµHµν − pνH = −pν [a + (D − 2)b] T , (70)
T̂ = T
(
1 + M̂D−3P (D − 3)p2 [a+ (D − 2)b]
)
. (71)
Using (63) we have
b = −M̂
3−D
P
D − 2
(
p2 +m∗
√
p2 +M2
)−1
−
M̂3−DP
(D − 2)(D − 3)
(
p2 +
m∗(D − 1)
(D − 2)(D − 3)
√
p2 +M2
√
p2 +M2h√
p2 +M2 −√p2 +M2h
)−1
. (72)
Recall that M2h/M
2 = (Dβ − 1)/(D− 2)(1− β), so Mh > M for β > 1/2, Mh < M
for β < 1/2, and Mh = M for β = 1/2. Therefore, the allowed values of β are
between 1/D and 1, and for β > 1/2 the second set of round brackets in (72) may
have a pole, which would imply presence of a tachyon. Let us therefore discuss the
β > 1/2 and β < 1/2 cases separately.
• The β < 1/2 Case
In this case there is no tachyon pole. Assuming m∗ ≪ M ∼MP , m∗ ≪ Mh and
1−Mh/M is not small, we have for p2 ≪M2:
b ≈ − M̂
3−D
P
(D − 2)(D − 3)
[
D − 3
p2 +m2c
+
1
p2 +m21
]
, (73)
where m21 ≡ m2c(D − 1)Mh/(D − 2)(D − 3)(M −Mh) ∼ m2c . This implies that at
p2 ≫ m2c we have b ≈ −M̂3−DP /(D−3), i.e., we have the (D−1)-dimensional tensor
structure:
Hµν ≈ M̂
3−D
P
p2
[
Tµν − 1
D − 3ηµνT
]
+ . . . , (74)
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where the ellipses include the terms proportional to pµpν along with the subleading
terms. We do, however, need to make sure that the terms proportional to pµpν do
not have a tachyon pole, i.e., we need to show that c in (68) has no tachyon pole.
To see that this is indeed the case, note from (68) that H = (a+(D−1)b+cp2)T .
This implies that, since a has no pole and b has no pole, then c has no pole so long
as H has no pole. From (61) it follows that H has no pole so long as T̂ has no pole.
On the other hand, (71) implies that T̂ has no pole since neither a nor b does.
If we assume that M − Mh ≪ M , then m21 ≫ m2c , so the tensor structure
becomes D-dimensional at momenta p2 ∼< m21. In fact, if we take the limit β → 1/2−
(Mh → M−), then we have D-dimensional tensor structure at all momenta, which
is consistent with what we found above for β = 1/2. However, we can relax the
assumption that m∗ ≪ Mh. In fact, Mh can be as small as 0. E.g., if Mh = 0, we
have (at p2 ≪M2):
b ≈ − M̂
3−D
P
(D − 2)(D − 3)
[
D − 3
p2 +m2c
+
1
p2 +m2p
]
, (75)
where p ≡
√
p2 and m2 ≡ m∗(D − 1)/(D − 2)(D − 3). Since m2 ∼ m2c/MP ≪ mc,
for p2 ≫ m2c we have the (D − 1)-dimensional tensor structure.
• The β > 1/2 Case
Assuming β > 1/2, m∗ ≪ M and m∗ ≪ Mh, we indeed have a tachyon pole at
p2 = m2T , where m
2
T ≈ m∗MMh(D− 1)/(D− 2)(D− 3)(Mh−M) ∼ m2c – assuming
Mh −M is not small, that is (see below). Even if we take β → 1−, we still have a
tachyon pole with m2T ≈ m2c(D − 1)/(D − 2)(D − 3). In fact, as mentioned above,
in this limit the trace h goes to infinity on the brane, so the perturbative expansion
breaks down. Note that H is finite in this limit, so it is actually the radion (i.e.,
the transverse component hDD) that diverges on the brane.
Here we can ask: Is the tachyon with m2T ∼ m2c really bad? The presence of
a tachyon with m2T ∼ m2c does not necessarily spell a disaster. First, mT ∼> H , so
the instability due to the tachyon is not observable. Second, as was pointed out in
[7], the presence of a “light” tachyon of this kind is likely an artifact of dropping
an infinite tower of nonlocal terms on the brane suppressed by powers of m2c/p
2.
Our treatment is only valid in the range m2c ∼< p2 ∼< M2P . In fact, a tachyon pole
(p2 −m2T )−1, when expanded in powers of m2c/p2 (assuming that mT ∼ mc), would
give us a clue about some nonlocal terms that must be included on the brane. These
nonlocal terms can be safely ignored when p2 ≫ m2c , but become important when
p2 ∼< m2c , which is precisely when the tachyon pole becomes relevant.
Let us now turn to the case where Mh > M but Mh − M ∼< m∗, then there
need not be a tachyon pole. In fact, we expect this to be the case on the grounds
that for β = 1/2 we do not have a tachyon. Let us look into this in more detail.
Let Mh = M(1 + ǫ), where 0 < ǫ ≪ 1. Then a tachyon pole in (72) occurs at
p2 = m2T ≡ M2ζ , where ζ is a root of the equation ζ − κ(ζ + 1)3/2 = 0, where
κ ≈ (m∗/ǫM)(D − 1)/(D − 2)(D − 3). Actually, this equation has two roots when
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κ < κ∗, one root when κ = κ∗, and no roots when κ > κ∗, where κ∗ = (2/3)
3/2. If
κ≪ 1, then ζ ≈ κ, andm2T ≈ m2c(D−1)/(D−2)(D−3)ǫ≫ m2c , so the pole becomes
more bothersome.11 In particular, our approximation (which includes linearization
and neglecting nonlocal terms) can no longer be trusted for momenta p2 ∼< m2c/ǫ. If
κ ≤ κ∗ and κ ∼ 1, then the tachyon pole(s) with mT ∼ MP is (are) irrelevant (as
the effective field theory is valid at p2 ≪M2P ). If κ > κ∗, which occurs when ǫ < ǫ∗,
where ǫ∗ ≈ (m∗/M)(D − 1)/(D − 2)(D − 3)κ∗, then, consistently with the β = 1/2
case, there is no tachyon pole. Either way, the tensor structure is D-dimensional.
If we can ignore the tachyon pole for the reasons mentioned above – assuming
mT ∼ mc, that is – then we have the (D − 1)-dimensional tensor structure in the
graviton propagator for all the corresponding values of β as at p2 ≫ m2c we have
b ≈ −M̂3−DP /(D − 3)p2 – see (72).
5.1.2 Why Is the Tensor Structure (D − 1)-dimensional?
Here it appears that, in the codimension-1 case, massive gravity in the bulk achieves
what massless gravity could not: In the latter case the tensor structure in the
graviton propagator on the brane is always D-dimensional [4], unless one introduces
a scalar ghost [16, 17, 18]. What plays the role of that scalar “ghost” in the massive
case is the trace h, which perturbatively is a ghost. However, the “ghostliness”
of h is an artifact of linearization [14]. The non-perturbative Hamiltonian for the
relevant degrees of freedom (that is, the conformal and helicity-0 modes) is bounded
from below even if β 6= 1 (i.e., when perturbatively the graviton mass term is
not of the Fierz-Pauli form and perturbatively the theory is naively non-unitary)
[14]. The full non-perturbative Hamiltonian in the β = 1/2 case was shown to be
positive-definite in [13]. In fact, as we saw above, even in the β → 1 case we have
(D − 1)-dimensional tensor structure. Naively, this might appear to make no sense
as at β = 1 perturbatively there is no ghost. However, as we saw above, the trace
h does not decouple from the brane matter sources even at β = 1 and, in fact, the
perturbative expansion breaks down altogether. Also, in the range of the values
of β near 1/2 we found that there is no tachyon pole and the tensor structure is
D-dimensional. This is consistent with the perturbative arguments of [4, 16], that
some “unconventional” states are needed for the tensor structure to be (D − 1)-
dimensional. However, the difference here is that massive gravity provides such
“unconventional” states in its naive linearization without violating unitarity as the
theory is unitary non-perturbatively. Therefore, at least in the cases with β < 1/2
(no tachyon), with β not too close to 1/2 (see above), and possibly for other values
of β > 1/2 with the tachyon pole at p2 = m2T ∼< m2c , we appear to have a consistent
mechanism – via massive gravity in the bulk – for obtaining (D − 1)-dimensional
tensor structure on a codimension-1 brane in infinite-volume extra space.
11The other root is ζ ≈ 1/κ2 ≫ 1, which is physically irrelevant as the low energy field theory
approximation breaks down at momenta p2 ∼> M2P and we are assuming M ∼MP .
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5.1.3 d > 1
When codimension d > 1, we must regularize the δ-function δ(d)(xi − xi∗) in the
source term. This regularization was discussed in detail in [7]. One replaces the
codimension-d p-brane with the worldvolume R1,p (where p = D − d − 1) with a
partially smoothed out brane whose worldvolume Σ = R1,p × Sd−1, where Sd−1
has a small radius r0. The brane is now effectively of codimension 1, and the d-
dimensional δ-function δ(d)(xi − xi∗) in the source term is replaced by a singular
distribution f(r) ≡ δ(r − r0)/ad−1rd−10 , where ad−1 is the area of a (d − 1)-sphere
with unit radius, and r is the radial coordinate in the transverse space. With this
smoothing out, we can solve the equations of motion for (53) and (54). The solutions
are radially symmetric in the transverse space.
• The d = 3 Case
For d = 3 the solutions are elementary functions, so for the sake of simplicity
we will focus on this case first for explicit computations and then give the answer
for general d ≥ 3. (The d = 2 case requires separate treatment – see below.) Thus,
assuming d = 3, let h˜µν ≡ rhµν and h˜ ≡ rh. Then we have the following equations:
(D − 2)(1− β)
[
−∂2r h˜+ p2h˜
]
+ (Dβ − 1)M2h˜ =
− M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
T̂ δ(r − r0) , (76)
−∂2r h˜µν +
(
p2 +M2
)
h˜µν + (2β − 1)
[
ηµνM
2 − pµpν
]
h˜ =
M2−DP
ad−1r
d−2
0
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
]
δ(r − r0) . (77)
Let as define Φ(r, u) as follows:
Φ(r ≤ r0, u) ≡ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
exp
(
−
√
p2 + u2r0
)
√
p2 + u2
sinh
(√
p2 + u2r
)
r
, (78)
Φ(r > r0, u) ≡ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
sinh
(√
p2 + u2r0
)
√
p2 + u2
exp
(
−
√
p2 + u2r
)
r
. (79)
Then we have:
h = − T̂ Φ(r,Mh)
(D − 2)(1− β) , (80)
hµν =
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
]
Φ(r,M)−
(ηµνM
2 − pµpν) T̂
(D − 1)M2 [Φ(r,Mh)− Φ(r,M)] . (81)
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As in the codimension-1 case, let us define Hµν ≡ hµν(r = r0) and H ≡ ηµνHµν .
Then on the brane we have
Hµν =
M2−DP
ad−1r
d−1
0
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
]
1− e−2
√
p2+M2r0
2
√
p2 +M2
− M
2−D
P T̂
ad−1r
d−1
0
×
×ηµνM
2 − pµpν
(D − 1)M2
[
1− e−2
√
p2+M2
h
r0
2
√
p2 +M2h
− 1− e
−2
√
p2+M2r0
2
√
p2 +M2
]
. (82)
We will assume that the brane “thickness” r0 is small: M ≪ 1/r0 and Mh ≪ 1/r0.
Then we have (up to subleading terms suppressed by powers of r0):
Hµν ≈ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
]
. (83)
Note that the term proportional to (ηµνM
2 − pµpν) is subleading (as the leading
contributions from the two exponents cancel out) and has been omitted. A little
algebra gives us the following solution (up to subleading terms suppressed by powers
of r0):
Hµν ≈ M̂2+d−DP
[
Tµν − ηµνT
D − d− 1
]
1
p2 +m2c
−
M̂2+d−DP T
(D − d− 1)(D − d− 2)
1
p2 −m2T
, (84)
where
m2c ≡ ad−1rd−20 MD−2P /M̂D−d−2P , (85)
m2T ≡ m2c(D − 2)/(d− 1)(D − d− 2) . (86)
This result is similar to that of [7] in the massless case with the difference that in
the massive case the terms proportional to pµpνT are subleading. The above result
holds for all allowed values of β. This is because the β-dependent contributions are
subleading. Just as in the massless case, we have a tachyon pole at p2 = m2T ∼ m2c .
As mentioned above, such a tachyon pole is not necessarily problematic as the
corresponding instability is not observable and it is likely an artifact of neglecting
nonlocal terms on the brane suppressed by powers ofm2c/p
2, which become important
in the infrared where the tachyon pole is relevant.
• The d > 3 Case
The formula (85) applies to d = 3. For general d ≥ 3 we have
m2c = (d− 2)ad−1rd−20 MD−2P /M̂D−d−2P , (87)
m2T ≡ m2c(D − 2)/(d− 1)(D − d− 2) . (88)
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The extra factor of (d−2) compared with (85) comes from the fact that the solution
at r → r0+ in d ≥ 3 behaves as 1/rd−2. Note that for d ≥ 3 the graviton mass does
not enter (87) or (88). This is because for small r0 the jump conditions on the first
derivatives (due to the δ-function in the source terms) at r = r0 are determined by
short distance dynamics, which is independent of M . In the r0 → 0 limit we have
mc → 0 and mT → 0. If we ignore the tachyon, at p2 ≫ m2c we have (D − d)-
dimensional tensor structure as Hµν couples to Tµν − ηµνT /(D − d− 2), so gravity
is (D − d)-dimensional.
• The d = 2 Case
In d = 2 the situation is a bit trickier than in d ≥ 3 because the first subleading
terms in r0 are only logarithmically suppressed. The solution is still given by (80)
and (81), but with Φ(r, u) now defined as
Φ(r ≤ r0, u) ≡ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
K0(
√
p2 + u2r0)
Q(
√
p2 + u2r0)
I0(
√
p2 + u2r) , (89)
Φ(r > r0, u) ≡ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
I0(
√
p2 + u2r0)
Q(
√
p2 + u2r0)
K0(
√
p2 + u2r), (90)
where Q(z) ≡ z [K0(z)I ′0(z)− I0(z)K ′0(z)]. Assuming r0 ≪ 1/M and r0 ≪ 1/Mh,
we have:
Hµν ≈ M
2−D
P
ad−1r
d−2
0
[
T̂µν − 1
D − 2ηµν T̂
][
− ln
(√
p2 +M2r0
2
)
− γ
]
−
M2−DP T̂
ad−1r
d−2
0
ηµνM
2 − pµpν
(D − 1)M2 ln
(√
p2 +M2√
p2 +M2h
)
, (91)
where γ is the Euler constant. Unlike the d > 2 case, in d = 2 the term proportional
to (ηµνM
2 − pµpν) is no longer subleading. In fact, it becomes important when Mh
and M are vastly different.
As in the codimension-1 case, let us write Hµν as
Hµν = aTµν + bT + cpµpνT . (92)
Then we have
a =
M̂2+d−DP
p2 + Ω1(p)
, (93)
b = − M̂
2+d−D
P
D − d− 1
1
p2 + Ω1(p)
− M̂
2+d−D
P
(D − d− 1)(D − d− 2)
1
p2 + Ω2(p)
, (94)
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where
Ω1(p) ≡ ad−1r
d−2
0 M
D−2
P
M̂D−d−2P
[
− ln
(√
p2 +M2r0
2
)
− γ
]−1
, (95)
Ω2(p) ≡ Ω1(p)(D − 2)
(d− 1)(D − d− 2) ×
×
(D − d− 1)(D − 2) ln
(√
p2 +M2/
√
p2 +M2h
)
(D − 1)(d− 1)
[
− ln
(√
p2 +M2r0/2
)
− γ
] − 1

−1
. (96)
Note that Ω1(p) > 0, so there is no tachyon pole in a. At p
2 ≪M2 we have
Ω1(p) ≈ m2c ≡
ad−1r
d−2
0 M
D−2
P
M̂D−d−2P
[
− ln
(
Mr0
2
)
− γ
]−1
, (97)
where mc ∼< H ≪ M ∼ MP . On the other hand, whether Ω2(p) has a tachyon pole
depends on the values of M and Mh. First, note that Ω1(p) ∼ m2c for all momenta.
If Mh ∼> M , then we have a tachyon pole at p2 = m2T , where
m2T ≈
m2c(D − 2)
(d− 1)(D − d− 2)
{
(D − d− 1)(D − 2) ln (Mh/M))
(D − 1)(d− 1) [− ln (Mr0/2)− γ] + 1
}−1
. (98)
Note that in this case m2T ∼ m2c , and if we can ignore the tachyon for the reasons
discussed above, then at momenta p2 ≫ m2c we have the (D−d)-dimensional tensor
structure.
Next, let us assume that Mh ≪ M . Furthermore, any tachyon pole would have
to occur at p2 ≪ M2. Indeed, at p2 ∼ M2 we have Ω2(p) ∼ m2c . Let us rewrite
Ω2(p) for momenta p
2 ≪M2 as follows:
Ω2(p) ≈ m21
[
ln
(
m0√
p2 +M2h
)]−1
, (99)
where m0 and m1 are defined via
m21 ≡
ad−1r
d−2
0 M
D−2
P
M̂D−d−2P
D − 1
(D − d− 1)(D − d− 2) , (100)
ln
(
M
m0
)
=
(d− 1)(D − 1)
(D − 2)(D − d− 1)
[
− ln
(
Mr0
2
)
− γ
]
. (101)
Note that, unlike the d ≥ 3 cases, in d = 2 we have only mild logarithmic hierarchy
between the scales m1 and mc. Even for r0 ∼ 1/M̂P , this logarithmic hierarchy
is less than 2 orders of magnitude. Therefore, the smallness of mc is not due to
the smallness of r0, but due to the smallness of MP/M̂P . Thus, in D = 6 (a
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codimension-2 3-brane in 6D bulk) we have m1 =
√
5π/6M2P/M̂P , so MP must
be roughly the inverse of 0.1 mm, as mc is smaller than m1 only by an additional
square-root-of-logarithmic factor, which is roughly 8 for r0 ∼ 1/M̂P and even smaller
when r0 is larger. This is relevant because there is no reason to have a tiny r0 as it
does not help much in lowering mc. In fact, a priori we could have r0 as large as
1/MP . In this case we would have to work with full expressions as opposed to using
the r0M ≪ 1 approximation, which would make our computations more involved
without necessarily changing any of the conclusions. Also, there would be no reason
why we should not extend the Einstein-Hilbert term on the brane to the internal
S1. For the sake of simplicity we will therefore continue to assume that r0M ≪ 1,
but r0 can be only an order of magnitude or two smaller than 1/M , which is what
is important in the following.
Thus, if r0 is so small that m0 ≪ M , then m0 ≫ m1. This is because of the
numeric factor on the r.h.s. of (101), which for d = 2 and D = 6 is 5/12, so even if
r0 ∼ 1/M̂P , it only generates roughly 12-13 orders of magnitude hierarchy between
M and m0. This implies that, if m0 ≪ M , then for Mh > m0 a tachyon pole in
1/(p2 + Ω2(p)) occurs at p
2 = m2T , where m
2
T ≈ m21/ ln(Mh/m0). If Mh ≤ m0, then
Ω2(p) blows up at p
2 = m2s, where m
2
s ≡ m20 −M2h , and we still have a tachyon pole
with m2T ≈ m2s/2 +
√
m2s/4 + 2m
2
0m
2
1 ≫ m1.
However, if m0 is close to M and Mh ≪ m0, then Ω2(p) blows up at p2 = m2s ≈
m20, i.e., close toM ∼MP (and the would-be tachyon pole is just above m0). E.g., if
r0M = 1/10, then m0 ≈ 0.4M . What this really means is that our approximations
(including the field theory treatment) break down above the scalem0 and likely there
is additional dynamics that must be taken into account, e.g., stabilization of the size
r0 of the internal S
1 via some microscopic dynamics. However, there is no infrared
tachyon in this case, which is always present in d ≥ 2 when gravity in the bulk is
massless [7]. So, at momenta m2c ≪ p2 ≪ M2 we have Ω2(p) ∼< m21 and the (D− d)-
dimensional tensor structure as b ≈ −M̂3−DP /(D−d−2)p2. At p2 = m2s ≈ m20 ∼M2
the tensor structure becomes (D−d+1)-dimensional – as just mentioned, additional
dynamics must be included above this scale. So, massive gravity in the bulk helps get
rid of the infrared tachyon in the smoothed-out codimension-2 case by introducing
additional terms into the graviton propagator that counterbalance the terms that
give rise to the infrared tachyon in the massless case. Here we should mention
that if r0 ∼ 1/M , then this may also occur in d ≥ 3 as the terms proportional to
(ηµνM
2 − pµpν) in (82) are no longer subleading, albeit in this case there would be
no reason not to extend the Einstein-Hilbert term to the internal Sd−2.
5.2 Non-perturbative Dynamics, Nonzero Tension Branes,
etc.
The linearized analysis of the previous subsection assumed that the brane tension is
0. In codimension-1 there is no choice as there are no static solutions with positive
brane tension. In codimension-2 we constructed positive-brane solutions in Sections
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3 and 4 for the β = 1/2 case. Because the background metric in this case factorizes
as in (25), just as in the massless case discussed in [7], the linearized analysis in this
background is essentially the same as in the zero-tension case with all conclusions
unchanged. In codimension-3 and higher nonzero positive brane tension solution
should exist (for a continuous range of brane tension) once we include higher cur-
vature terms, which complicate computations substantially and are outside of the
scope of this paper. However, what we would like to comment on is non-perturbative
dynamics.
As was discussed in [14], the non-perturbative Hamiltonian is bounded from
below and the theory is unitary even for β 6= 1, i.e., when perturbatively the trace
h is a ghost. Simply put, the Hamiltonian is a non-polynomial function of the
conjugate momentum, so for large values of the conjugate momentum – precisely
where the “ghostliness” of h becomes problematic perturbatively – perturbative
expansion is not valid to begin with. Does this mean that the above linearized
analysis is invalid? The answer is that the linearized approximation is valid so long
as the conjugate momentum for h is small and h itself is small – more precisely, the
same must be the case for all other components. For example, as we saw in the β = 1
case, the trace h is singular on the brane, and the perturbative approximation breaks
down. Another issue is that, if we consider a point-like source on any codimension-d
brane, in the massive case the full non-perturbative solution is singular (i.e., there
is no “horizon”) unless we include higher-curvature terms. So, non-perturbative
analysis of the metric of a point-like source on the brane requires inclusion of higher-
curvature terms, unless such analysis is restricted to the asymptotic behavior far
away from the source. In this regard, one might worry that, as the bulk gravity
is massive, there might be present the vDVZ discontinuity and one might have to
employ non-perturbative description even away from the source. However, as was
argued in [19], the vDVZ discontinuity is an artifact attributable to the Fierz-Pauli
mass term, i.e., β = 1 (where the perturbative description breaks down as is), and
for the other allowed values of β perturbative asymptotic expansion is valid and
there is no vDVZ discontinuity.
Finally, let us comment on “self-accelerated” solutions. With massive gravity
in the bulk, there are no such solutions. This is because the massive bulk gravity
is a short-range force and asymptotically, far away from the brane, whatever is
happening on the brane does not affect the bulk. Let us consider the metric of the
form
ds2 = exp(2A)ds2D−d + exp(2B)dr
2 + exp(2C)r2γabdx
adxb , (102)
where ds2D−d is the (D − d)-dimensional metric on the brane, γab is the metric on
a unit sphere Sd−1, and A, B and C are independent of the brane coordinates and
depend only on the radial coordinate r in the extra space. Because the bulk gravity
is massive, far away from the brane A, B and C must go to 0, so asymptotically the
space is MD−d × Rd, where MD−d is described by ds2D−d. So, MD−d can be flat as
R1,D−d−1 × Rd is a solution to the bulk equations of motion. But MD−d cannot be
(A)dS as (A)dS ×Rd is not an asymptotic solution to the bulk equations of motion.
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6 Concluding Remarks
Usually, massive gravity is thought of in the context of “self-accelerated” solutions,
where one tries to explain the apparent accelerated expansion of the Universe via an
infrared modification of gravity – in this case, small graviton mass. In this paper we
propose and explore another application of massive gravity. We consider a Brane
World scenario where we live on a 3-brane embedded in infinite-volume bulk with
massive gravity propagating in the bulk.
As in the case of massless gravity in the bulk, 4-dimensional Newton’s law on
the brane arises due to the presence of a 4D Einstein-Hilbert term in the brane
world-volume action (which term can be induced via quantum corrections or be
present at the classical level due to higher-curvature terms in the bulk). Not only
does the 4D Einstein-Hilbert term on the brane shield the brane matter from strong
bulk gravity (which is the case whether bulk gravity is massive or massless), but
also from large bulk graviton mass, which is one of the observations of this paper.
Because of this shielding, the bulk graviton can be much heavier than the inverse
Hubble size (which is roughly the upper bound on 4-dimensional graviton mass). In
fact, the bulk graviton can be as heavy as the bulk Planck scale MP , whose lower
bound is roughly the inverse of 0.1 mm. Furthermore, gravity on the brane does not
become higher-dimensional at large distances. Instead, at distance scales above the
bulk Planck length, gravity on the brane behaves as 4D gravity with small graviton
mass roughly of order or below the inverse Hubble size. The aforementioned features
are universal when we have massive gravity in the bulk, irrespective of the number
of extra dimensions, or the codimension of the brane.
There are, however, codimension-dependent features as well. Thus, in the case
of massless gravity in the bulk, in the codimension-1 case (that is, in the case of
a 3-brane embedded in 5D bulk with the infinite fifth dimension), while Newton’s
law of gravitation is recovered on the brane due to the presence of the 4D Einstein-
Hilbert term in the brane world-volume action, the tensor structure of the graviton
propagator is always 5-dimensional. However, unlike the massless case, with massive
gravity in the bulk we can have 4D tensor structure on a codimension-1 brane. This is
achieved by considering graviton mass term in the bulk −(M2/4) [hMNhMN − βh2]
with β 6= 1. In fact, the trace h = hMM does not decouple from the brane matter
sources even at β = 1 and, in fact, the perturbative expansion breaks down al-
together in the case of the Fierz-Pauli mass term (β = 1). (And this is the case
irrespective of the codimension.) For β < 1, perturbatively the trace h is a propa-
gating ghost. However, non-perturbatively the Hamiltonian is bounded from below
and there is no ghost. This is how massive gravity in the bulk circumvents the
perturbative argument that to obtain 4D tensor structure on a 3-brane embedded
in infinite-volume 5D bulk some “unconventional” states are needed – the trace h is
precisely this “unconventional” state by the virtue of its naive perturbative “ghost-
liness”, while non-perturbatively the theory is unitary. Another remark about the
codimension-1 case is that, with massless gravity in the bulk, above the cross-over
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scale rc ∼M3P/M̂2P the gravity on the brane becomes 5-dimensional (here M̂P is the
4D Planck mass). With massive gravity in the bulk, there is no cross-over to 5D
gravity; instead, the graviton propagator on the brane is modified by a small mass
of order mc ∼
√
M3PM/M̂P , so we have mc ∼M2P/M̂P when the bulk graviton mass
M ∼ MP , and the lower bound on the bulk Planck mass MP is roughly the inverse
of 0.1 mm, which is how heavy the bulk graviton a priori can be.
In higher codimension d > 1 cases, due to the fact that the spherically symmetric
Green’s function in d dimensions is singular at the origin for d > 1, the brane must
be partially smoothed out, so the brane world-volume becomes R1,3 × Sd−1, where
Sd−1 has small radius r0. Because of this, in the case of massless gravity in the bulk
there is always an infrared tachyon with negative mass-squared of order m2T ∼ m2c ,
where m2c ∼ rd−20 Md+2P /M̂2P . (Here rd−20 is replaced by 1/ log(R/r0) for d = 2, where
R is an infrared cut-off scale.) However, massive gravity in the bulk helps get rid of
the infrared tachyon by introducing additional terms into the graviton propagator
that counterbalance the terms that give rise to the infrared tachyon in the massless
case. (We discuss this in detail in the codimension-2 case and comment on the
d > 2 cases.) Also, in codimension-2 cases there exist nonsingular solutions with a
flat 3-brane for a continuous positive range of the brane tension.
Finally, let us mention that with massive gravity in the bulk the effects of the
brane dynamics on the bulk are exponentially suppressed away from the brane. One
consequence of this is that there are no “self-accelerated” solutions.
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